
176 Park Avenue
Rutherford, NJ 07070
RutherfordCivilRights.org

Established 1964

Minutes 12.16.2020

Meeting called to order 6:39pm

Sunshine Law read into record

Roll Call: absent - Juan Morales, Shefali Pilar

Special Guest: Jasmyne Mena

Approval of Previous meeting minutes
 - Edit: Change B. Goldberg to Bea Goldberg
 - Approved 6:45pm

Public Comments: Eddie Rolon, 7 Clark Ave. asked for copy of agenda

Bea Goldberg Community Service Award Recipient: Jasmyne Mena
 - Ms. Mena spoke of experience and gratitude
 - Award and letter to be presented at Mayor and Council Meeting 12/28/2020

Archives
 - Grant to fund digital archive creation & scanning applied for and delivered
 - Alcides in possession of most records and has started the process

Website
 - Instagram connected
 - Videos and narratives added from archives/historical library records
 - Minutes added
 - Events section added
 - RCRC Shop removed temporarily while Borough reviews retail rights

Book Club 
 - Al to design a flyer to advertise future club dates
 -  Dates to stay in line with commission’s meeting dates  

(immediately following 730-9pm)
 - Bev motioned, Second by matt, all in favor

Ms. Robin Reenstra joined call
 - Al reviewed Archives effort and process
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Established 1964

Minutes 12.16.2020 (continued)

End of Year Reflections
MC - Thank you one and all...
SW - Thank you... Impossible without everyone... Great work all around... Excited for 
2021
AA - Thank you for opportunity. Grateful for archives and learning about past. 
BK - Intimidated at first... Proud of how the team gelled and exceeded her expecta-
tions for what was possible...
RP - Missed being in-person but proud of how much good we did.
JL - Proud to have served as her mother did before her. Thank you.

Eddie Rolon - Appreciated branding of the Service Awrd as The RCRC Bea Goldberg 
Community Service Award; Looking forward to trying to develop a forum for political 
debates.

Robin Reenstra - Saw progress despite 2020; Happy the conversation was brought 
back to important issues; Thanks FROM AA for clarification on recent RCRC face-
book post.

MC - Thank to Steve for his overall leadership and guidance.

Renjith - T-shirt orders? Bev to follow-up

AA -> BK Tickets to shows or per diems available from the library?
 - Hoopla and Libby are available

BK - Wants to generate some social content for Kwanza

SW - A tough winter ahead and helping each other is the only way.

Meeting adjourned 7:20pm


